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Life is a lifetime falling into death. From birth we trace an arc, 
tossed up into the living for a time, but even as we are loosed into 
life, our destiny is determined. Life, it seems, has a catch to it. There 
is an end to it. Eventually we must touch down, and we hope the 
catch is gentle. 

As children, we think nothing of it, too taken with our vital pres-
ent to imagine a finite future; but as we grow older, we begin to 
notice mortality, and before long we learn we are not everlasting. 
Long before we fully comprehend the certainty of our temporary 
existence, we pray that God will take us into heaven when we die. 
Wherever that is. Whenever that is. As adults we interpret it to the 
young, trying to explain the reasons behind the experience of life, 
but when it comes to something as common as death, we are still 
like children. We know where Santa Claus gets the toys and where 
the Easter Bunny gets the baskets, but most of us are still hopefully 
expecting that if we die before we wake, we pray the Lord our soul 
to take. Even the most rational among us usually agree that when 
it comes to that inevitable, ultimate, and final transition, God only 
knows what happens then.

For many more, avoidance is the best refuge against a disturb-
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“No one wants to die. Even people who 
want to go to heaven don’t want to die to 
get there. And yet death is the destination 
we all share. No one has ever escaped it. 
And that is as it should be, because death 
is very likely the single best invention of 
life.”

– Steve Jobs (1955-2011)
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tions became unavailable. In her 2008 book, My Stroke of Insight, 
followed by an easily available TED talk viewed by millions on 
YouTube.com, she describes in vivid detail the complete disrup-
tion of her universe as her virtual reality crashed around her.

Taylor found herself alternating between two distinct and op-
posite realities: a euphoric retreat into the intuitive brain, a realm 
of complete well-being and peace, and the intrusive attempts of 
the logical, cognitive centers which quickly recognized she was 
having a stroke and doggedly enabled her to seek help before she 
was lost completely. Her recovery took six years, but today Taylor 
is convinced that the stroke was the best thing that could have 
happened to her. It taught her, she says, that Nirvana is never more 
than a thought away. Her widely acclaimed work has become a 
source of comfort and inspiration to countless stroke victims and 
their caregivers.

In a classic 1980 study, a number of survivors of near-death 
experiences were cataloged for similarities by Dr. Kenneth Ring, 
one of the first physicians to conduct serious research into these 
phenomena. Placed in the order they were perceived, these reports 
suggest a series of common experiences. Subjects reported “peace 
and contentment” (60%), “detachment from the physical body” 
(37%), “entering the darkness” (23%), “seeing the light” (16%), 
and “entering the light” (11%). Since most patients who suffer the 
sort of trauma experienced by these individuals do not recover, 
survival rates would naturally favor those who experienced only 
the first stages of brain coma. Those that report “entering the light” 
account for a small percentage, probably because most of those 
who get that far don’t come back. 

Along with near-death revival stories, there are the last words 
of those who died describing their final visions, often leaving poi-
gnant images of a place beyond. Interestingly, these visions are 
almost uniformly pleasant and often include visions of parents or 
other relatives and friends who had died before. Krista Gorman, 
who survived eight minutes of clinical death while giving birth, 
describes a beautiful Eden—like world filled with love to Mor-
gan Freeman in a National Geographic segment also available 
at YouTube.com. The poet and religious mystic William Blake, 
present at the death of his beloved brother, recounted seeing his 
brother’s released spirit ascend heavenward “clapping its hands 
for joy.” Steve Jobs’ last hours, steeped in his yoga practice and 
expected for years, were determined and mindful as he said his 
last goodbyes. As his sister Mona Simpson recounted in the New 








